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1 Introduction
This work addresses the problem of scalable constraint solving using satisfiability modulo theories
(SMT) solvers. We propose a novel technique that combines traditional constraint-solving approaches
with machine learning techniques to propose abstractions that simplify the problem. Our technique is
complementary to existing constraint solving approaches, in the sense that it can be used to improve
the scalability of an existing tool.
Given a large set of constraints, we propose heuristics to partition the set of constraints into smaller
subsets that are well suited to individually being abstracted into simpler constraints. Subsequently,
we formulate an assymetric learning approach that learns simpler representations of these subsets.
Once we have learnt a simpler representation of the original set of constraints, we solve these simpler
overapproximating (or underapproximating) constraints to find solutions to the original constraints.
Related Work Theorem-proving techniques attempt to symbolically derive a solution for the set
of constraints, or prove that none exists [4, 3]. These techniques, however, generally suffer from a
lack of automation, and must be assisted by a trained human user. Deployment of theorem proving
techniques for industrial applications would require extensive re-training of engineers and increase
the time and cost of system development.
On the other hand, fully-automatic SMT solving techniques cannot yet be scaled to the requirements
of industrial models. In [5] a SVM based algorithm is proposed to automatically learn invariants of
programs, which can be used in a proof of program correctness. Their techniques could still suffer
from scalability issues, and additionally are not well suited to learning simpler overapproximations
for constraints with non-superficial non linearities.
2 Learning Abstractions
Figure 1: Quadratic classifier overapproximating
the feasible region formed by the intersection of
half-spaces
We use a semi-soft margin SVM, where we al-
low only samples of one type to be misclassified.
Notice that this deviates from the standard soft-
margin SVM in the sense that only one type of
data-points are provided with slack-variables. In
a set of data-points with labels in {+1,−1}, if
none of the points labelled as +1 are misclas-
sified (by restricting the slack variables to only
those that are labelled −1) the classifier overap-
proximates the points labelled +1.
Given a set of constraints, they are decomposed
using the heuristics proposed in Section 3. Fol-
lowing the decomposition, points satisfying and
falsifying these smaller subsets of constraints
are sampled using SMT solvers (z3[1] and
dReal[2]). For these sampled points, a classifier
is learnt in a higher dimension space (using ker-
nels). Let A(x) be the subset of constraints and
g(x) be the classifier learnt. Using a SMT solver
we check that ∀x.A(x) =⇒ (g(x) > 0) holds.
Since, the points satisfying the constraints are not misclassified, it is likely that the classifier learnt is
an overapproximation. However if this fails, a counter example guided refinement loop (CEGAR) is
used where counter examples to the condition are added to the training data-set and a new clasifier is
learnt. This is repeated until a classifier is found that successfully overapproximates the feasible set
for constraints A(x). A similar approach can be used to learn underapproximations.
3 Heuristics for Decomposition
Our current implementation uses the heuristics described below to decompose the original set of
constraints into smaller subsets. We use these heuristics frequently in sequence.
Hamming decomposition This heuristic groups together clauses that have many common
variables—i.e., those clauses whose sets of variables, treated as vectors, have a small Hamming
distance. Clauses that have all common variables will have a distance of 0. We assume that a
maximum distance bound θ is given, such that any two clauses that have a Hamming distance less
than or equal to θ will be grouped together for abstraction.
Sampling-based decomposition In cases when the Hamming decomposition provides too few
clause classes, we refine the classes by sampling the clauses and grouping together clauses that share
many satisfying instances. Suppose a set of points Z that satisfy clause cm is given, and suppose
Z|cn ⊆ Z denotes the points of Z that satisfy clause cn. Then, we define the sample distance with
respect to Z as
SZ(cm, cn) = 1− card(Z|cn)card(Z) .
Clauses with a sampling distance less than a given θ will be grouped together.
4 Faster constraint solving
The simpler consequents (overapproximations) learnt are solved using an SMT solver. In parallel,
the antecedents (underapproximations) are similarly determined and are solved using an SMT solver.
If the joint consequents are infeasible, then the original set of constraints are infeasible. If the joint
antecedents have a solution, the solution also satisfies the original set of constraints. However, if the
joint consequents have a solution and the joint antecedents have no solution, we cannot conclude
anything about the original set of constraints.
5 Benchmark experiments
Our experiments on 20 randomly generated benchmarks show that our technique allows improved
handling of constraint solving instances that are slow to complete on a conventional solver. For
the vast majority of the benchmarks, solving the abstracted constraints in general takes an order
of magnitude time lesser than solving the original problem directly on the solvers z3 and dReal.
For simpler instances of constraint solving, the time for solving including abstraction is larger than
directly solving the problem. However for larger complex instances that are slow to complete on z3
and dReal, the time for solving including the time for abstraction is comparable and at times, better.
Some benchmarks that time-out on both z3 and dReal are simplified and solved using the abstraction
based approach proposed here in reasonable time.
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